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START SCREEN - DESCRIPTION

Initial screen is setup like a retro arcade game. Flashing, 
neon graphics, some animation in the background behind huge 
title, logo and basic instructions.

Sensors in chair know when player has sat down to start up 
game?

INSTRUCTION SCREEN - DESCRIPTION

Very basic steps, with clear icons.

Step one: Put on hat.

Step two: Are sensors on correctly?

Step three: Sit back and relax.

Player presses button (or something) and the game moves onto a 
setup screen.

Screen has basic targets that player must hit to show that 
they are in control of the head tracking.

ANIMATIC SEQUENCE - DESCRIPTION

Space Giraffe is on his way home from work to his lovely space 
giraffe family. On his way home, he gets sucked into a black 
hole. Funny things start to happen to him.

In this new dimension, he has mind powers. All his troubles 
and worries start coming out of his mind the more he relaxes 
and manifest themselves as varying space creatures.

He finds he can destroy these creatures by looking at them and 
concentrating very hard, by doing this, his mind eases and 
clears and he becomes free from worry.

Unfortunately, in this dimension, mind powers are sought after  
by evil, fashionable creatures. Mind powers can be transferred 
from living creature to living creature in this dimension. By 
wearing down the other creature and then, when they are tired 
and hurt, the powers can be transferred through skin contact.

The evil Bowie roams this dimension sucking up mind powers 
from and creature who has them. He has become a feared and 
terrifying creature, but, the space giraffe has a strong mind, 
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being from another dimension, so the evil Bowie has his work 
cut out to defeat him and steal his powers.

GAME NOTES

-There are seven levels of Bowie.

-Giraffe must train his mind powers between these levels by 
fighting off mind monsters to achieve a state of pure relaxa-
tion and pure mental powers.

-The quicker you relax, the more enemies that appear that you 
can defeat. A scoring system marks how well you do against 
both mind monsters and Bowie’s.

-High score table at the end to pit your mental abilities 
against your friends. 

-If you beat the seven levels, you achieve a state of higher 
being and are able to transport yourself home, through dimen-
sions using your mind powers.

-If you fail, Bowie takes your powers and you are stuck in 
this alternate dimension, forever bound to float around, never 
to return home.
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